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Increased cam-profile and carburetor diameter results in smoother and fast mid to high-rpm
acceleration giving a better power feeling at 9. Redesigned muffler and bigger exhaust pipe
increases velocity for a more sporty feel. The alloy cast wheels variant is now equipped with
manual clutch for better control in speeding. This engine clears Euro-III emissions regulations.
Same as Fury but with more controlability and maneuverability especially for city driving and
tight situations like overtaking, the need for extra surge of acceleration. Perfect for seasoned
and sporty riders. Keeping its unique and aggressive styling which is like a hybrid of a big bike,
Fury stands-out more with its enhanced and sharper aesthetics that can be ascribed to the
Ninja-styling. Plus, it's mid-mounted fuel tank makes it easier for you whenever you need to gas
up. Petal designed disc brakes front mm and rear mm with single piston brake caliper for faster
cooling and enhanced braking efficiency. Easy to maintain and worry-free spoke cast wheels
that is comfortable and sporty. Maximum Torque : 0. Transmission : 4 Speed, Return Fuel Tank :
5. Clutch Manual Transmission Same as Fury but with more controlability and maneuverability
especially for city driving and tight situations like overtaking, the need for extra surge of
acceleration. Mid-mounted Fuel Tank Keeping its unique and aggressive styling which is like a
hybrid of a big bike, Fury stands-out more with its enhanced and sharper aesthetics that can be
ascribed to the Ninja-styling. The Fury is molded with its signature crossbreed design concept
but with improved styling, engine and frame performance. Increased cam-profile and carburetor
diameter results in smoother and fast mid to high-rpm acceleration giving a better power feeling
at 9. Redesigned muffler and bigger exhaust pipe increases velocity for a more sporty feel.
Keeping its unique and aggressive styling which is like a hybrid of a big bike, Fury stands-out
more with its enhanced and sharper aesthetics that can be ascribed to the Ninja-styling. Plus,
it's mid-mounted fuel tank makes it easier for you whenever you need to gas up. The sleek
V-shaped headlamp 12VW adds to the aggressive look of Fury and better visibility during night
time. The position lamps are now located separately to further accentuate the sporty image.
Maximum Torque : 0. Transmission : 4-speed rotary Fuel Tank : 5. Mid-mounted Fuel Tank
Keeping its unique and aggressive styling which is like a hybrid of a big bike, Fury stands-out
more with its enhanced and sharper aesthetics that can be ascribed to the Ninja-styling.
Quotation details above are estimated. Monthly amortization does not include insurance
premium. Visit your nearest Kawasaki dealer in Manila for best promos. There are 2 Kawasaki
Fury variants available in Philippines, check out all variants price below. Dragon Motorbikes
Recto. I am totally in love with my all new sporty bike, Kawasaki Fury I am fond of the aura and
charm that this bike exudes while I am behind the wheels. I can catch attention of passersby
with ease. Also who can overlook its aggressive finish? The bike in itself has its distinguished
charm and that fascinates me to Read More. However, for its sole purpose of basic commuting
from one place to another, the Kawasaki Fury is a decent bike to start with. The slightly oddball
styling irked me at first, however, the sturdy mechanicals and chassis of Read More. This bike
will fascinate any biker who has a fetish for sporty bikes. Esspecially when it comes to the
deisgn of this bike the sporty feel will always refresh you when you are up for a ride, You will
fall in love with its top noitch performance due to its smooth and flawless engine quality. The
stylish and sleek look Read More. Maybe not an expensive one but I like the design and it fits to
slim rider like me and it is very less maintenance. I almost used my motor over 10 years and at
the same I bought it second hand. I think because fury models are high quality and made every
parts strong ang long lasting. Read More. It's a good motorcycle unit and in fact i rated the
Kawasaki Fury model with a score of 8 out of 10 stars. The only things i found about the unit are
its heavy weight despite being slim and its noisy engine. But overall it was a good drive. With a
name like Fury you would expect a product to be aggressive and 'furious'. The Fury from
Kawasaki is none of those. It is a simple no-nonsense machine that will get the job done and
never let you down. With over 2 years of use, my Fury has seen its share of abuse and yet it still
keeps Read More. Bumili ako ng FURY kasi nagustuhan ko yun style pero napansin ko na
madyo mahirap siyang pabilisin kung imamaneho. Sabi naman ng kaibigan ko na Rider din ng
naturang model ng motor ganun daw talaga ang fury. Mapapabilis mo pero hindi agad-agad
hindi gaya ng ibang motor. Dadag nya pa isa yan sa nagustuhan nya kasi hindi daw takaw Read
More. My friend also told Rider that the model of the motor was really like the fury. You can
speed up but not immediately like the other motor. It was one of those who liked it because it
did not seem Read More. I have always wanted to become a bike racer. I have got this love for
roads from my father. He used to take us to a lot of road trips when we were small and it
fascinated me very much. After finishing my college, I decided to get a sports bike for myself.
My father asked em to have a Read More. What really attracted me to this two-wheeler is the
design. It has a masculine, intimidating design and the V-shaped headlight is just the cherry on
the top. The cc engine is silent and starts impeccably. I mainly use it for my daily Read More.
Watch latest video reviews of Kawasaki Fury to know about its performance, mileage, styling

and more. The Kawasaki Fury has been revolutionary in many different ways. Its hybrid or
crossbreed design as they like to call Videos Brochure Motorcycle Dealers. SRP Price in Manila.
Love your vehicle? Share your vehicle story with the world Write a Review. Have a question on
Fury ? Facebook Google. Only your name will be displayed with your review. Meanwhile, view
other questions for Kawasaki Fury Kawasaki Dominar Kawasaki Rouser RS Kawasaki Barako II.
Kawasaki Z R Edition. Kawasaki Ninja ZXR. Kawasaki Z Kawasaki Motorcycles Price List.
Dragon Motorbikes Recto C. M Recto Ave. Kawasaki Dealers In Manila. Honda RS Fi. Suzuki
Raider R Suzuki Raider J Fi. Honda XRM Motard. Motorcycles Comparison. Let's keep in touch
Subscribe to notification to receive best offers and news. User Reviews of Kawasaki Fury 3.
Popular Reviews. A bike that seemed fascinating due to its sporty yet fascinating look. A Aiden
Nov 18, for Kawasaki Fury An off-beat approach to commuting. E Eman Sep 21, for Kawasaki
Fury A sgytlish and sleek bike that can stand out due to its amazing performance. Simple but
Elegant. A Adrian Apr 29, for Kawasaki Fury Too heavy and noisy. A Ashlee Jan 08, for
Kawasaki Fury Down to business. Mapapabilis mo yun takbo ng FURY pero hindi agad-agad.
You can speed it up FURY but not immediately. A Ashlee Nov 06, for Kawasaki Fury L
Luzvimindo Jun 26, for Kawasaki Fury Kawasaki Fury - Moped-cum-commuter. Fury User
Reviews. Discover New Motorcycles Moped Manual. Suzuki Smash Moped Motorcycles. Yamaha
SZ. Honda TMX Alpha. Manual Motorcycles. My Kawasaki Fury Oct 16, mins. Kawasaki Fury:
Alternatives to consider. Kawasaki Motorcycle News. Select your city to start search. Kawasaki
Fury Standard. Kawasaki Fury RR. Quezon City. Makati City. Pasig City. Caloocan City.
Muntinlupa City. Read below the Kawasaki Fury reviews provided by Filipino Motorcycle buyers.
Till date, 10 genuine owners have shared their feedback on Kawasaki Fury , of which, 9 users
are happy while 1 Motorcycle User s choose to remain neutral. I am totally in love with my all
new sporty bike, Kawasaki Fury I am fond of the aura and charm that this bike exudes while I am
behind the wheels. I can catch attention of passersby with ease. Also who can overlook its
aggressive finish? The bike in itself has its distinguished charm and that Read Full Review.
However, for its sole purpose of basic commuting from one place to another, the Kawasaki Fury
is a decent bike to start with. The slightly oddball styling irked me at first, however, the Read
Full Review. This bike will fascinate any biker who has a fetish for sporty bikes. Esspecially
when it comes to the deisgn of this bike the sporty feel will always refresh you when you are up
for a ride, You will fall in love with its top noitch performance due to its smooth and flawless
engine quality. The styl Read Full Review. Maybe not an expensive one but I like the design and
it fits to slim rider like me and it is very less maintenance. I almost used my motor over 10 years
and at the same I bought it second hand. I think because fury models are high quality and made
every parts strong ang long lasting. Read Full Review. It's a good motorcycle unit and in fact i
rated the Kawasaki Fury model with a score of 8 out of 10 stars. The only things i found about
the unit are its heavy weight despite being slim and its noisy engine. But overall it was a good
drive. With a name like Fury you would expect a product to be aggressive and 'furious'. The
Fury from Kawasaki is none of those. It is a simple no-nonsense machine that will get the job
done and never let you down. With over 2 years of use, my Fury has seen its share of abuse and
yet it still keeps go Read Full Review. Bumili ako ng FURY kasi nagustuhan ko yun style pero
napansin ko na madyo mahirap siyang pabilisin kung imamaneho. Sabi naman ng kaibigan ko
na Rider din ng naturang model ng motor ganun daw talaga ang fury. Mapapabilis mo pero hindi
agad-agad hindi gaya ng ibang motor. Dadag nya pa isa yan sa n Read Full Review. My friend
also told Rider that the model of the motor was really like the fury. You can speed up but not
immediately like the other motor. It was one of those who liked it because it did not seem to
Read Full Review. I have always wanted to become a bike racer. I have got this love for roads
from my father. He used to take us to a lot of road trips when we were small and it fascinated me
very much. After finishing my college, I decided to get a sports bike for myself. My father asked
em to have a look at the Kaw Read Full Review. What really attracted me to this two-wheeler is
the design. It has a masculine, intimidating design and the V-shaped headlight is just the cherry
on the top. The cc engine is silent and starts impeccably. Watch latest video reviews of
Kawasaki Fury to know about its performance, mileage, styling and more. Videos Brochure
Motorcycle Dealers. A bike that seemed fascinating due to its sporty yet fascinating look. An
off-beat approach to commuting. Aiden on Nov 18, for Kawasaki Fury Love your vehicle? Share
your vehicle story with the world Write a Review. A sgytlish and sleek bike that can stand out
due to its amazing performance. Eman on Sep 21, for Kawasaki Fury Have a question on Fury ?
Facebook Google. Only your name will be displayed with your review. Meanwhile, view other
questions for Kawasaki Fury Simple but Elegant. Too heavy and noisy. Adrian on Apr 29, for
Kawasaki Fury Down to business. Ashlee on Jan 08, for Kawasaki Fury Mapapabilis mo yun
takbo ng FURY pero hindi agad-agad. You can speed it up FURY but not immediately. Ashlee on
Nov 06, for Kawasaki Fury Kawasaki Fury - Moped-cum-commuter. Luzvimindo on Jun 26, for

Kawasaki Fury Honda Click i. Ultimate Features. Yamaha Aerox Yamaha Nmax. Yamaha Nmax The big and best. My Daily Usage Two-Wheeler. Honda ADV Kawasaki Fury Simple Set Up 2.
Honda RS Fi. Suzuki Raider R Suzuki Raider J Fi. Honda XRM Motard. Kawasaki Dominar
Kawasaki Rouser RS Kawasaki Barako II. Kawasaki Z R Edition. Kawasaki Ninja ZXR. Kawasaki
Z Kawasaki Motorcycles. Discover New Motorcycles Moped Manual. Suzuki Smash Moped
Motorcycles. Yamaha SZ. Honda TMX Alpha. Manual Motorcycles. Select your city to start
search. The Fury , a new Moped from Kawasaki comes in 2 variants. The top variant of Fury is
powered by the RR a cc, 1 cylinder Gasoline engine that fires 9. Check Kawasaki Fury variant's
key specs and features. Know engine specs, safety and technical features, and dimensions at
our dedicated variant pages. Watch latest video reviews of Kawasaki Fury to know about its
performance, mileage, styling and more. Videos Brochure Motorcycle Dealers. Love your
vehicle? Share your vehicle story with the world Write a Review. Have a question on Fury ?
Facebook Google. Only your name will be displayed with your review. Meanwhile, view other
questions for Kawasaki Fury Electrical Battery Voltage 12 V. Honda RS Fi. Suzuki Raider R
Suzuki Raider J Fi. Honda XRM Motard. Motorcycles Comparison. My Kawasaki Fury Oct 16,
mins. Discover New Motorcycles Moped Manual. Suzuki Smash Moped Motorcycles. Kawasaki
Barako II. Yamaha SZ. Honda TMX Alpha. Manual Motorcycles. Kawasaki Dominar Kawasaki
Rouser RS Kawasaki Z R Edition. Kawasaki Ninja ZXR. Kawasaki Z Kawasaki Motorcycles.
Please tell us about your car below and we'll connect you with our partner dealers. Just 1 step
away from best deals. Please enter your contact details. Almost Done. Didn't receive OTP?
Resend code. Thank you. Select your city to start search. Available EMI Options. Electronic
Suspension Adjustment. Fuel Tank Capacity litres. Kawasaki Fury Standard. Get Exclusive
Promos. Kawasaki Fury RR. Fury RR is paired with a 4-Speed Manual transmission. Fury RR cc
engine offers 9. The variant Fury RR, a cc cc, 1 cylinder Gasoline engine fires 9. I am totally in
love with my all new sporty bike, Kawasaki Fury I am fond of the aura and charm that this bike
exudes while I am behind the wheels. I can catch attention of passersby with ease. Also who
can overlook its aggressive finish? The bike in itself has its distinguished charm and that
fascinates me to Read More. However, for its sole purpose of basic commuting from one place
to another, the Kawasaki Fury is a decent bike to start with. The slightly oddball styling irked me
at first, however, the sturdy mechanicals and chassis of Read More. This bike will fascinate any
biker who has a fetish for sporty bikes. Esspecially when it comes to the deisgn of this bike the
sporty feel will always refresh you when you are up for a ride, You will fall in love with its top
noitch performance due to its smooth and flawless engine quality. The stylish and sleek look
Read More. Maybe not an expensive one but I like the design and it fits to slim rider like me and
it is very less maintenance. I almost used my motor over 10 years and at the same I bought it
second hand. I think because fury models are high quality and made every parts strong ang
long lasting. Read More. It's a good motorcycle unit and in fact i rated the Kawasaki Fury model
with a score of 8 out of 10 stars. The only things i found about the unit are its heavy weight
despite being slim and its noisy engine. But overall it was a good drive. With a name like Fury
you would expect a product to be aggressive and 'furious'. The Fury from Kawasaki is none of
those. It is a simple no-nonsense machine that will get the job done and never let you down.
With over 2 years of use, my Fury has seen its share of abuse and yet it still keeps Read More.
Bumili ako ng FURY kasi nagustuhan ko yun style pero napansin ko na madyo mahirap siyang
pabilisin kung imamaneho. Sabi naman ng kaibigan ko na Rider din ng naturang model ng
motor ganun daw talaga ang fury. Mapapabilis mo pero hindi agad-agad hindi gaya ng ibang
motor. Dadag nya pa isa yan sa nagustuhan nya kasi hindi daw takaw Read More. My friend also
told Rider that the model of the motor was really like the fury. You can speed up but not
immediately like the other motor. It was one of those who liked it because it did not seem Read
More. I have always wanted to become a bike racer. I have got this love for roads from my
father. He used to take us to a lot of road trips when we were small and it fascinated me very
much. After finishing my college, I decided to get a sports bike for myself. My father asked em
to have a Read More. What really attracted me to this two-wheeler is the design. It has a
masculine, intimidating design and the V-shaped headlight is just the cherry on the top. The cc
engine is silent and starts impeccably. I mainly use it for my daily Read More. The Kawasaki
Fury has been revolutionary in many different ways. Its hybrid or crossbreed design as they like
to call Watch latest video reviews of Kawasaki Fury to know about its performance, mileage,
styling and more. Of Strokes Compression Ratio No. Of Strokes 4-Stroke No. Electrical Battery
Voltage 12 V. RS Fi Standard. Raider R Premium Color. XRM Motard Standard. Motorcycles
Comparison. Fury Images. Popular Reviews. A bike that seemed fascinating due to its sporty
yet fascinating look. A Aiden Nov 18, for Kawasaki Fury An off-beat approach to commuting. E
Eman Sep 21, for Kawasaki Fury A sgytlish and sleek bike that can stand out due to its amazing
performance. Simple but Elegant. A Adrian Apr 29, for Kawasaki Fury Too heavy and noisy. A

Ashlee Jan 08, for Kawasaki Fury Down to business. Mapapabilis mo yun takbo ng FURY pero
hindi agad-agad. You can speed it up FURY but not immediately. A Ashlee Nov 06, for Kawasaki
Fury L Luzvimindo Jun 26, for Kawasaki Fury Kawasaki Fury - Moped-cum-commuter. Fury User
Reviews. Download Brochure 0. Fury Colors. Are you confused? Ask anything and get answer
in 48 hours. Facebook Google. Only your name will be displayed with your review. Meanwhile,
view other questions for Kawasaki Fury RR. G Giovanni May 09, View 1 answers Answer. What
are the Pros and Cons of Kawasaki Fury ? Be the first one to answer. What are the colors
options available in Kawasaki Fury ? Is Kawasaki Fury available in Electric? Fury Questions.
Meanwhile, view other answers for Kawasaki Fury RR. Kawasaki Dealers In Manila City. Dominar
Rouser RS Barako II. Z R Edition. Ninja ZXR. Kawasaki Motorcycles in Philippines. Kawasaki
Fury: Alternatives to consider. Kawasaki Motorcycle News. My Kawasaki Fury Oct 16, mins.
Discover New Motorcycles Moped Manual. Suzuki Smash Honda XRM Motard. Honda RS Fi.
Moped Motorcycles. Kawasaki Barako II. Yamaha SZ. Honda TMX Alpha. Manual Motorcycles.
Select your city to start search. Console Odometer. Monthly Payments Duration. Get Price
Quote. Kawasaki Fury Standard. Fuel Tank Capacity litres. Electronic Suspension Adjustment.
The Kawasaki Fury is a regular commuting bike meant for urban customers. The two-wheeler is
molded with its signature crossbreed design concept. But the bike now has an improved
engine, framing, and styling updates. It is equipped with a single-cylinder, air-cooled, 4-stroke
cc motor which produces 10 PS maximum power and 9 Nm peak torque. The engine is mated to
a 4-speed gear system. The Kawasaki Fury sports a sporty and aggressive design, a sharp
V-shaped headlight, a redesigned muffler, and body-coloured under-cowl. The bike is hailed for
its fuel efficiency. It comes with the option of a 4-Speed transmission gearbox. The Fury has a
seat height of mm. Watch latest video reviews of Kawasaki Fury to know about its performance,
mileage, styling and more. In an attempt to solidify its position in the commuter motorcycle
segment, Kawasaki Philippines upgraded the Fury both mechanically and aesthetically. The cc,
4-stroke, 2-valves, single-cylinder, SOHC, air-cooled engine churns out 9. Kawasaki claims that
the improved engine is capable of returning a fuel-efficiency of 68 kmpl. Aesthetically, the fury
features an aggressive cross-breed design with a sharp headlamp, bold styling and a
mid-mounted fuel tank which can hold 5. The base variant is equipped with spoke wheels, no
manual clutch and a front disc brake only. On the other hand, the top-spec 'RR' variant is
equipped with alloy wheels, a manual clutch for faster acceleration and disc brakes at both
ends. Crafted to feature a cross-breed design, the Fury is all aggressive and edgy in terms of
looks. Edgy rear view mirrors are mounted over the handlebar. Also, a body coloured undercowl
is placed right below the engine. Sides of the Fury flaunts graphics with a Fury logo placed
below the pillion part of the seat, while a silver painted muffler covers the exhaust. Kawasaki
Motors has built the Fury on an underbone frame. It is mm long, mm wide and has a kerb weight
of kg. The wheelbase of the Fury is mm. Owing to the dimensions and the weight, it may not be
the best in the segment when it comes to handling, but can still be manoeuvred around with a
little effort. Suspension setup comprises telescopic front forks and swing arm at the rear. At the
heart of the Fury is a cc, 4-stroke, 2-valves, single-cylinder, SOHC, air-cooled engine that
produces a max power of 9. Braking on the base variant is handled by mm single disc up front
and mm drum brake at the rear, attached to inch spoke wheels at both ends. Whereas, the
top-spec Fury RR comes equipped with mm petal single disc up front and mm petal single disc
at the rear, attached to inch, spoke alloy wheels. Obviously, the braking is much effective on the
Fury RR, but even the base variant configuration is decent enough. Moreover, the large wheels
aid in a better grip on the road. Keeping in mind that bike theft is a big issue in the Philippines,
Kawasaki could have introduced an anti-theft key lock system in the Fury I am totally in love
with my all new sporty bike, Kawasaki Fury I am fond of the aura and charm that this bike
exudes while I am behind the wheels. I can catch attention of passersby with ease. Also who
can overlook its aggressive finish? The bike in itself has its distinguished charm and that
fascinates me to Read More. However, for its sole purpose of basic commuting from one place
to another, the Kawasaki Fury is a decent bike to start with. The slightly oddball styling irked me
at first, however, the sturdy mechanicals and chassis of Read More. This bike will fascinate any
biker who has a fetish for sporty bikes. Esspecially when it comes to the deisgn of this bike the
sporty feel will always refresh you when you are up for a ride, You will fall in love with its top
noitch performance due to its smooth and flawless engine quality. The stylish and sleek look
Read More. Maybe not an expensive one but I like the design and it fits to slim rider like me and
it is very less maintenance. I almost used my motor over 10 years and at the same I bought it
second hand. I think because fury models are high quality and made every parts strong ang
long lasting. Read More. It's a good motorcycle unit and in fact i rated the Kawasaki Fury model
with a score of 8 out of 10 stars. The only things i found about the unit are its heavy weight
despite being slim and its noisy engine. But overall it was a good drive. With a name like Fury

you would expect a product to be aggressive and 'furious'. The Fury from Kawasaki is none of
those. It is a simple no-nonsense machine that will get the job done and never let you down.
With over 2 years of use, my Fury has seen its share of abuse and yet it still keeps Read More.
Bumili ako ng FURY kasi nagustuhan ko yun style pero napansin ko na madyo mahirap siyang
pabilisin kung imamaneho. Sabi naman ng kaibigan ko na Rider din ng naturang model ng
motor ganun daw talaga ang fury. Mapapabilis mo pero hindi agad-agad hindi gaya ng ibang
motor. Dadag nya pa isa yan sa nagustuhan nya kasi hindi daw takaw Read More. My friend also
told Rider that the model of the motor was really like the fury. You can speed up but not
immediately like the other motor. It was one of those who liked it because it did not seem Read
More. I have always wanted to become a bike racer. I have got this love for roads from my
father. He used to take us to a lot of road trips when we were small and it fascinated me very
much. After finishing my college, I decided to get a sports bike for myself. My father asked em
to have a Read More. What really attracted me to this two-wheeler is the design. It has a
masculine, intimidating design and the V-shaped headlight is just the cherry on the top. The cc
engine is silent and starts impeccably. I mainly use it for my daily Read More. The Kawasaki
Fury has been revolutionary in many different ways. Its hybrid or crossbreed design as they like
to call Videos Brochure Motorcycle Dealers. SRP Price in Manila. Kawasaki Fury Specs Engine
cc Power 9. Things We Dont Like in Fury Honda RS Fi. Suzuki Raider R Suzuki Raider J Fi.
Honda XRM Motard. Motorcycles Comparison. Fury Images. Kawasaki Fury Colors Fury is
available in 1 different colors - Red. Fury Colors. My Kawasaki Fury Oct 16, mins. Let's keep in
touch Subscribe to notification to receive best offers and news. Kawasaki Fury Design Crafted
to feature a cross-breed design, the Fury is all aggressive and edgy in terms of looks. User
Reviews of Kawasaki Fury 3. Popular Reviews. A bike that seemed fascinating due to its sporty
yet fascinating look. A Aiden Nov 18, for Kawasaki Fury An off-beat approach to commuting. E
Eman Sep 21, for Kawasaki Fury A sgytlish and sleek bike that can stand out due to its amazing
performance. Simple but Elegant. A Adrian Apr 29, for Kawasaki Fury Too heavy and noisy. A
Ashlee Jan 08, for Kawasaki Fury Down to business. Mapapabilis mo yun takbo ng FURY pero
hindi agad-agad. You can speed it up FURY but not immediately. A Ashlee Nov 06, for Kawasaki
Fury L Luzvimindo Jun 26, for Kawasaki Fury Kawasaki Fury - Moped-cum-commuter. Fury User
Reviews. Are you confused? Ask anything and get answer in 48 hours. Facebook Google. Only
your name will be displayed with your review. Meanwhile, view other questions for Kawasaki
Fury How much is Kawasaki Fury in Philippines? Helpfull What is the Kawasaki Fury Seat
Height? The Kawasaki Fury seat height is mm. The fuel tank capacity of Kawasaki Fury is 5.
What is the Power Output of Kawasaki Fury ? The maximum power output of Kawasaki Fury is
9. What are the Dimensions of Kawasaki Fury ? Helpfull 4. What is the Engine Displacement of
Kawasaki Fury ? What is the Tyre Type of Kawasaki Fury ? View More FAQ. Markjie has asked
on Oct 29, G Giovanni May 09, View 1 answers Answer. What are the Pros and Cons of
Kawasaki Fury ? Be the first one to answer. What are the colors options available in Kawasaki
Fury ? Is Kawasaki Fury available in Electric? Fury Questions. Meanwhile, view other answers
for Kawasaki Fury Dominar Rouser RS Barako II. Z R Edition. Ninja ZXR. Kawasaki Motorcycles
in Philippines. Kawasaki Dealers In Manila City. Kawasaki Fury: Alternatives to consider.
Kawasaki Motorcycle News. Please tell us about your car below and we'll connect you with our
partner dealers. Just 1 step away from best deals. Please enter your contact details. Almost
Done. Didn't receive OTP? Resend code. Thank you. Select your city to start search. Kawasaki
Fury Standard. Get Exclusive Promos. Kawasaki Fury RR. Quezon City. Makati City. Cebu City.
Davao City. Bacoor City. Welcome, Kawasaki owners. Access the information and tools you
need to get the most out of your vehicle. Kawasaki Genuine Parts are the only parts on the
market specifically engineered and tested to fit your Kawasaki vehicle. They undergo
comprehensive evaluation to ensure the hightest quality and durability standards to help
maximize the life of your vehicle, and give you peace of mind that your Kawasaki is always
operiating at peak performance. The proper maintenance of your Kawasaki vehicle is the best
way to ensure that it operates at its full potential. Whether you work on your vehicle or bring it
to an authorized dealer for service, we recommend that you use Kawasaki Genuine Parts. Select
a category a
2007 ford explorer battery
2007 pontiac g6 rear brakes
2001 ford explorer fuse manual
nd model to find the parts diagram you are looking for. No accessories found. No two are alike.
Each Kawasaki product line has a distinct VIN location. The exact location for these numbers in
your particular model is illustrated in your owner's manual near the front of the book. They also
appear on your registration documents. Parts Diagrams. The Vehicle Category field is required.

Select a Year. The Vehicle Model field is required. Select Vehicle. HINs have 12 digits. They look
like this: KAWJ Motorcycles You will find the VIN stamped on the steering head, below the
handlebars. Mule Utility Vehicles You will find the VIN on the top edge of the front bench seat
base, just below the seat cushion. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that
we can find your existing information. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid fields exist in below form. If
you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't receive an email from
us? We're Sorry. There has been an error.

